Goldilocks and the Three Bears – Teacher Script

“There were three bears who lived in a cottage in the forest. This is Papa Bear (in a gruff voice), this is Mama Bear (in a soft voice), and this is Baby Bear (in a high-pitched voice). The three bears were eating their porridge. (Place the Papa teddy next to the large bowl and have him “taste” the porridge.) Papa Bear says, ‘my porridge is too hot.’ (Place the Mama teddy next to the medium bowl and have her “taste” the porridge.) Mama Bear says, ‘my porridge is also too hot.’ (Place the Baby teddy next to the small bowl and have him “taste” the porridge.) Baby Bear says, ‘my porridge is too hot, too.’ The three bears decide to go out for a walk so their porridge can cool off. (Hold the teddy bears behind your back.)

Along comes a little girl named Goldilocks. (Pick up the Goldilocks doll and have her walk by the cottage.) She sees the cottage and goes inside. Goldilocks sees the three bowls of porridge and tries the large bowl. (Place Goldilocks next to the large bowl and make slurping noises.) Oh my, that porridge is too hot. She tries the medium bowl. (Place Goldilocks next to the medium bowl and make slurping noises.) Oh my, that porridge is too cold. She tries the small bowl. (Place Goldilocks next to the small bowl and make slurping noises.) Mmm, this porridge is just right! She eats the whole thing! (Repeat with the chairs—the big chair is too hard, the medium chair is too soft, the small chair is just right.) Oh no! The small chair breaks! (Tip the chair on its side.)

Goldilocks decides to go upstairs. (Have Goldilocks go upstairs and look at the beds.) Goldilocks yawns when she sees the beds. She is tired. (Have Goldilocks lie down on the big bed.) The big bed is too hard. (Have Goldilocks lie down on the medium bed.) The medium bed is too soft. (Have Goldilocks lie down on the small bed.) The small bed is just right, and she falls asleep. (Bring back the three bears from behind you.) The three bears are now back from their walk. Papa Bear goes to his big bowl. (Place the Papa teddy next to the large bowl.) ‘Someone’s been eating my porridge!’ Mama Bear goes to her medium bowl. (Place the Mama teddy next to the medium bowl.) ‘Someone’s been eating my porridge!’ Baby Bear goes to his small bowl. (Place the Baby teddy next to the small bowl.) ‘Someone’s been eating my porridge, and it’s all gone!’ Oh no! Papa Bear sits on his big chair. ‘Someone’s been sitting in my chair!’ Mama Bear sits on her medium chair. ‘Someone’s been sitting in my chair!’ Baby Bear sits on his small chair. ‘Someone’s been sitting in my chair, and it’s broken!’ Oh no!

They go upstairs. (Have the bears go upstairs and look at the beds.) Papa bear checks his big bed and says, ‘Someone’s been sleeping in my bed!’ Mama bear checks her medium bed and says, ‘Someone’s been sleeping in my bed!’ Baby bear checks his small bed and says, ‘Someone’s been sleeping in my bed, and they’re still here!’ Suddenly, Goldilocks wakes up and sees the three bears! (Have Goldilocks wake up, yell, and run away.) She runs away, and the three bears never see her again!